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Arizona State University has some people in instructor appointments whose assignments consist of
teaching five courses per term. This has been the case in the past, is currently the case, and will be in
the future. These are full-time, benefits-eligible positions. Generally, full-time instructors are not
assigned professional development or faculty committee duties. In this case, full-time instructors that
had those duties (previously 20 percent of their jobs) are having those duties taken over by others in
the department so that the instructors can focus fully on teaching.

The top priorities for the department remain the needs of students and the faculty who teach them.
First-year students from around the world gain entry into the university environment through our
courses, which retain relatively small enrollment caps. The department faculty continue to deliver
superb instruction and award respected degrees, while conducting ground-breaking research and
creative work.
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Yes, but this is not us. The instructor rank was created in the English Department in 1995 (with a starting salary at $28,000/year). Between 1995 and 2014 ASU Tempe English Instructors have ALWAYS taught 4/4 with an 80% teaching, 20% service load. 
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Generally in whose terms? In ASU English, Instructors are ALWAYS assigned service within the department and/or asked to seek out professional development opportunities. See here & here for the assigned "service" that instructors have been doing for the past two years (although, again, Instructors have been assigned service much longer than the past two years). 
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On the subject of "taking" over our professional development and service, our service keeps us up to date with research in the field--which is ever-changing in our digitally mediated culture. How much do students really want their Instructors kept out of these larger, discipline-specific conversations? Refer to NCTE's:Principles of Professional Development.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/13FMB3PsDpmFe_sdEtXSv5gDMNzGLCZoc-JCSu3OV_Xk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1an534RKUzJ1oP7pmOZ2cs42a33pQNfonHKjUpSc7Lg8/edit?usp=sharing
http://www.ncte.org/positions/statements/profdevelopment
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In a 5/5, 125 student load, all the research points to this negatively impacting student learning. See:Impact of Class Size and Number of Students on Outcomes in Higher Ed.The Definitive Article on Class SizeThe ADE Guidelines for Class Size and Workload

https://www.ade.org/policy/policy_guidelines.htm
http://wpacouncil.org/archives/31n1-2/31n1-2horning.pdf
http://digitalcommons.ilr.cornell.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1145&context=workingpapers
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This is currently up for debate at the graduate level. John Warner asks, "I’m looking for a good reason for the Arizona State PhD program in English to exist, other than to create a continuous supply of low-paid non-tenure-track faculty and graduate assistants to teach the general education undergraduate courses in English at Arizona State, 50% of which are staffed by their own alumni." See "ASU English By the Numbers: It Ain't Pretty"

https://www.insidehighered.com/blogs/just-visiting/asu-english-numbers-it-aint-pretty
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